
From the moment I discovered Erin on Facebook I knew she was my dream 
photographer.  She was my ONE wedding must have.    If you are reading this, 
then I don’t need to tell you how amazing Erin’s images are. How she manages to 
find the light and capture the most elegant, beautiful and emotionally raw 
moments. 
What I can tell you is what an immense pleasure it is to have her be a part of your 
moments.  Erin is magnetic. Vibrant. Passionate. She is one of the most genuinely 
beautiful human souls and has this energy that brings a sense of calm and 
excitement all at once.  She makes you feel like the most beautiful person in the 
world. I promise you will not only look at your photos and think how beautiful they 
are, but you will also realize how beautiful YOU are. Erin not only gives you 
stunning images, but she also gives you the ability to experience the same 
emotion, anticipation, excitement and all the feels that you experienced in those 
moments, every time you look at your photos.
There is only one drawback of having Erin as your photographer and that is the 
task of trying to pick favorites for the wall.  I often “joke” about how fortunate I am 
that Kevin is a carpenter so he can just build me extra walls for photos… but 
seriously, more wall space please.
Life is full of moments: a split second of emotion, a glimmer of sun on a cloudy day, 
a passing glance between loved ones and I cannot think of anyone I would trust 
more to capture these fleeting moments than Erin. 
Erin. I have found it fairly difficult to put our experience with you into words, simply 
because no words seem adequate to express how incredibly grateful we are to 
you.  Trusting you to capture our wedding was the easiest decision in the entire 
wedding planning process.  We knew we were going to get some incredible 
images, but you blew any and all expectations out of the water.  We look forward to 
working with you in the future.
Thank you from the very bottom of our hearts.
Xox

Katelyn & 
Kevin
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